
Innovative Absorbents  
You Can Rely On 
BRIGHTSORB™ High-visibility  

Safety Absorbents



Did you know? 
Slips, trips and falls are one of the greatest 
issues plaguing organizations, accounting for 
1 in 6 lost-time injuries and 96 million workdays 
lost per year. One of the most frequent causes 
of slips, trips and falls is a wet work surface. 

While absorbents can be used to clean-up leaks, drips 
and spills, and reduce moisture in aisles and walkways, 
sometimes absorbency alone isn’t enough. Consider 
areas with low visibility, where a standard grey, universal 
pad may go unnoticed to employees working nearby. 
Or consider a work cell where, despite best efforts, trips 
still seem to occur frequently. For these situations and 
more, rely on Brady SPC BRIGHTSORB high-visibility 
safety absorbents which feature:

�� Highly visible, yellow coloring that’s noticeable even 
in the darkest corners of your facility

�� Iconic “slipping man” logo with multi-lingual caution 
messaging to promote a culture of safety

�� A full line, including pads, rolls, high traffic 
absorbents, pillows, SOCs and spill kits allowing you 
to standardize on one product, mix and match, or 
migrate your whole facility to a high-visibility facility
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BRIGHTSORB™ high-visibility safety absorbents 
combine safety signage with quality absorbency



High-traffic safety mats
Need an absorbent that stands up to the demands of your facility?  
The high-traffic series is the solution for you 

�� Combines the absorbency and safety design of our traditional pads and 
rolls with the incorporation of a barrier backing for added strength

�� Barrier backing designed to be non-slip (even in the presence of foot 
and forklift traffic) and non-permeable (fluids captured in this mat will not 
seep through to the floor underneath)

Pillows and SOCs
If you have specialty applications in your facility,  
pillows and SOCs are a great choice

�� Pillows provide the greatest absorption per square inch and are 
ideal for capturing leaks from machinery raised off of the floor,  
or in sumps for maximum absorbency and easy retrieval

�� SOCs mold around machinery, flush with the floor, to prevent 
leaking liquid from reaching aisles and walkways

Pads and rolls
For all of your general absorbent needs, select from a variety  
of pad and roll options

�� Heavy, medium and lightweight constructions ensure an 
appropriate product for your application

�� 2-ply construction combines absorbent layer with spunbond 
coverstock to increase durability and reduce linting

�� Perforations allow you to use only what you need, reducing waste
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Catalog # Type Construction Size Quantity
CH303 Roll Medium wt. 30 in. x 300 ft. 1/bale

CH30DP Roll Heavy wt. 30 in. x 150 ft. 1/case

CH15P Roll Heavy wt. 15 in. x 150 ft. 1/bale

CH100 Pad Heavy wt. 15 in. x 19 in. 100/case

CH200 Pad Light wt. 15 in. x 19 in. 200/case

Catalog # Type Construction Size Quantity
CHBB30 Mat Roll Heavy wt. 30 in. x 100 ft. 1/case

CHBB15 Mat Roll Heavy wt. 15 in. x 100 ft. 1/bale

Catalog # Type Size Quantity
CH1818 Pillow 18 in. x18 in. 16/case

CH124 SOC 3 in. x 12 ft. 4/case

CH412 SOC 3 in. x 4 ft. 12/case


